Hello parents of 5/6c,

This term we have been learning about multiculturalism for our integrated topic. We have also been doing summer interschool sport and hear about what we have been getting up to in term 1 in 5/6c with Mr Jenkins.

Meeting 5/6c

On February 2\textsuperscript{nd} we met Mr Jenkins our new teacher. He is very funny and decided to make us get to know each other by doing a quiz. Some questions about the students were funny and some obvious. We are looking forward to being educated by Mr Jenkins.

By Talisha and Tarli

Immigration excursion

The Immigration Museum was just fantastic! We learnt about Australia’s multicultural history. We got to explore the ships that the old immigrants travelled on. We got to see a small video on how the refugees/asylum seekers travelled to Australia and how they were treated. We got to interview virtual immigrants and it was our decision if we let them into the country or not. It was a fantastic experience and we got to learn a lot about immigration! :) by Aira and Eloise
Interschool sports
This term we did interschool sports. There was tee ball, rounders, bat tennis, volley stars, all stars, cricket and basketball. Rounders girls, cricket and bat tennis were all undefeated. We all enjoyed interschool sports and we are all excited for Winter interschool sports! By Talisha and Tarli.

Badge ceremony
On March 3rd lots of children were privileged to receive a badge!! Our school captains are Alex F and Kyle M. Our sport captains are Tom S and April S. We all enjoyed seeing kids get badges - especially the little ones
By Talisha and Tarli

Buddies
Hi! We’ve been doing activities with the preps this term. It has been fun with all the preps. Let’s talk about the activities we have done...
First, we made elephants with our hands. I’ve got to say all the prep’s work has been great this year.
Secondly we made bunnies ears with balls of fluffy stuff. By Bella.
RAT

This term we have been doing RATS (Rich assessment task) about multiculturalism. The RATS have been amazing so far. We have been putting a lot of time and effort into them. The topics are stories of Immigration, New Australians, Family history, Events and Invincible Immigrant. We have enjoyed making them and it’s been lots of fun. By Nathan and Ethan.